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Introduction

The American Mineralogrsl, the journal of the Min-
eralogical Society of America, publishes the results of
original scientific research in the general fields of
mineralogy, crystallography, and petrology. Manu-
scripts are judged on the basis of significance, origi-
nality, appropriateness of subject matter, and clarity
of presentation. The decision regarding acceptance or
rejection of a manuscript is the responsibility of the
Editor; it is based in large part on the reviews of
associate editors and referees. Membership in the
Mineralogical Society of America isnot a prerequisite
for publication in The American Mineralogist.

Authors are reminded that pressure on space in the
journal is great, and publication costs heavy (ap-
proximately $120 a page in 1976). They are therefore
urged to write as concisely as is consistent with clar-
ity, and to avoid unnecessary detail. Over-long manu-
scripts may require special arrangements prior to
consideration for publication. A prospective contrib-
uter should study these instructions and examine re-
cent issues of The American Mineralogist to familiar-
ize himself with the style and requirements of the
journal, and should note the limitations set by the
page size and lay-out.

A letter of transmittal, including a statement that
the manuscript has not been previously published or
about to be published, wholly or in part, must accom-
pany each manuscript. Authors are strongly advised
to have their manuscripts reviewed by colleagues be-
fore submission; include in the letter of transmittal
the names of those colleagues. Referees are selected
by associate editors, but authors may provide the
names and addresses of persons in North America
but outside their institution whom they think are
qualified to act as referees for the manuscript.

Page charges

Part of the publication cost will be billed, at the
rate of $35 per published page, to the institution
sponsoring the research. A form will be sent with the
galley proof for the author to indicate where page
charges are to be billed. Payment of page charges is
not a condition for acceptance or for publication.

Authors who pay page charges will be furnished
100 free reprints without covers, as will authors of
Memorials and of speeches at Society functions. On
the form accompanying the galley proof, the author
indicates the total number of reprints desired, consol-
idating the orders from all coauthors and including
the free reprints. This form is sent to the Business
Office of the Mineralogical Society at the same time
that proof is returned to the Editor. The MSA Busi-
ness Office will bill later; any putthus" order forms
required by the author's institution may be sent later
to the Business Office of the Mineralogical Society of
America, Suite 1000, lower level, 1909 K Street N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

General requirements

l. Manuscripts including illustrations, must be
submitted in duplicate to the Editor, Brian Mason,
The American Mineralogrsl, Department of Mineral
Sciences, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C,
20560. They must be typewritlen, double-spaced
throughout (including abstract, references, figure cap-
tions, and all footnotes, except those to tables), with
margins at least 1.5 in. on all sides of each page, on
white paper about 8.5 X 1l in. in size; one side only
of standard-weight paper must be used for the first
copy. Xerox or other clear photocopy is satisfactory
for the second copy. Footnotes may only be used if
absolutely essential. They are typed at the bottom of
the page and are numbered in sequence.

2. New mineral names and redefinitions of existing
names, before publication, must be approved by the
Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names
of the International Mineralogical Association (Fleis-
cher, 1970). For this purpose a copy of the manu-
script should be simultaneously (or previously) sent
to Dr. Akira Kato, Chairman, Commission on New
Minerals and Mineral Names, National Science Mu-
seum, 3-23-l  Hyakunin-cho, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160,
Japan. In general, manuscripts proposing new names
for imperfectly or incompletely described minerals or
new names for mere compositional varieties cannot
be accepted. Writers naming new minerals should
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conform to the rules and principles set forth inHey et
al. (1961) and Donnay and Fleischer (1970).

3. Obsolete, discredited, or superfluous mineral
names may not be used. A useful guide is 1925
Glossary oJ Mineral Names (Fleischer, 1975); if a
mineral name does not appear therein, some ex-
planation is usually necessary. This glossary is taken
as the standard for the spell ing of mineral names.

4. For crystallographic data, the recommenda-
tions of the Commission on Crystallographic Data of
the International Union of Crystallography (Ken-
nard et al., 1967), and of the NAS-NRC Committee
on Chemical Crystallography are standard in this
journal; copies are available from the Editor of The
American Mineralogist. X-ray powder diffraction
data (d or 20) may be tabulated if necessary to char-
acterize the mineral. They may be illustrated only if
essential features cannot be tabulated. If the data are
similar to some already published or l isted in the
Powder Diffraction File, then a statement to that
effect is usually sufficient without republishing either
a table or a cut. Refinements to previously-available
powder data can be contributed directly to the PDF
without publication.' Powder patterns should be in-
dexed, if at all possible, and cell parameters l isted; if
this is not possible, the reasons should be stated. If
the space group is known or determined, a powder
pattern whose extinctions are inconsistent with the
space group should not be published without ex-
planation of the inconsistent extinctions.

5. For thermal analysis data, the recommenda-
tions of a Committee on Standardization of the Inter-
national Conference on Thermal Analysis (McAdie,
1967) are standard for this journal; copies are avail-
able from the Editor.

Title and abstract

6. The increased application of computer systems
for information retrieval requires that both tit le and
abstract be as brief and informative as possible, con-
sistent with their respective lengths. Authors should
avoid complex symbols and formulas in the tit le. To
facil i tate identif ication in indexing and abstracting, it
is recommended that authors spell out one of their
given names rather than precede their surnames with
in i t ia ls  only .

' Address Editor, Powder Diffraction File, Mary E. Mrose, U S,
Geof ogical Survey, 959 National Center, Reston , Yirginia 22092.
Standard forms for reporting the data may be obtained from Mr
W F. McClune, Joint  Commit tee on Powder Di f f ract ion Stand-
ards,  l60l  Park Lane, Swarthmore.  Pennsvlvania 19081.

7. The abstract should state concisely, in 250
words or less, what was done and what was con-
cluded; if possible, it should include important num-
bers (e.g. temperature range, main X-ray l ines, chem-
ical composirion, etc.). Literature citations should
not appear in the abstract.

Style

8. Use a separate page for the tit le and authorship;
number it I on the top right-hand corner. Begin each
major section-abstract, text, references, figure cap-
tions-on a new sheet. Paginate figure captions and
tables after the references. Avoid beginning a sen-
tence with numbers or symbols. As far as possible,
use decimals rather than fractions. Place a zero be-
fore the decimal point in writ ing numbers with no
integer, i.e. 0.25, not .25. "Percent" should be spelled
out in the text, and the symbol % used in tables,
i l lustrations, and figures. Avoid dividing a word at
the end of a l ine, since this can be confusing to the
typesetter. Authors are responsible for indicating (by
underlining) where italics are required in symbols
and equations. Symbols which may be diff icult to
interpret should be explained in marginal pencil
notes. Complex mathematical notations and equa-
tions are difficult and expensive to typeset, and
should be used sparingly. Ionic charge is indicated by
a superscript plus or minus sign following the symbol
of the ion; for multiple charges an Arabic superscript
numeral precedes the plus or minus sign, e.g.
Na*,Cl  ,Ca2+,S'

For questions of style not covered here, the an-
swers can usually be found by examining a paper in
the same field in a recent issue of The American
Mineralogist. Excellent discussions of the preparation
of manuscripts are Geowriting (Cochran et al., 1974),
Writing Scientific Papers in English (O'Connor and
Woodford, 1975), and Suggestions to Authors (U.5.
Geological Survey, 1958). If authors would adhere to
the recommendations in these books, the path to
publication would be smoothed for all concerned.

9. The system of metric units known as SI (Sys-
teme International) should be used, except that the
angstrom is used instead of nanometer and bar and
kilobar instead of the pascal. Where 0, O, l, l , Greek
letters, or other typography is possibly ambiguous in
the text, instruct the printer by writ ing in the margin
"zero," "oh," "e1," "one," etc. Avoid the use of
subscripts and superscripts as far as possible, since
they require expensive typesetting; parenthetical des-
ignations can often be used, e.9., d (calc), P(Or).

Precision of measurement may be indicated as
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1.782 + 0.002, if 0.002 represents a subjective esti-
mate of the measurement error. Where sufficient data
permit calculation of the estimated standard devia-
tion (esd), indicate it as 7.3012 esd 0.OOO2. To save
space in tables, the shortened form 7.3012(2) or
7.3012(11) respectively indicates esdos of 0.0002 or
0.0011. A footnote to the table should then explain
that "parenthesized figures represent the estimated
standard deviation (esd) in terms of least units cited
for the value to their immediate left, thus 7.3012(ll)
indicates an esd of 0.001 1."

For acceptable symbols and abbreviations, see
Table 1.

Use of headings

Heads. When set in type, an article is more attrac-
tive and easier to read if it is divided into major
sections which are distinguished by first-order head-
ings. These first-order heads should show the basic
organization of the paper, and might be, for example:
Introduction; Previous work; Methods; Results; Dis-

r.xlsion; Conclusions and implications; Acknowledg-

nrcnts: References. For a mineral-centered article
they might be: Introduction; Occurrence and associa-
tions; X-ray crystallography; Chemical composition;
Physical and optical properties; Thermal study; Dis-
cussion; Conclusions; Acknowledgments; References.

Subheads, or second-order heads. A major section
of a paper may itself be divided into subsections, each
distinguished by a subhead. For example, if some of
the previously-cited major sections in the paper on a
mineral seem too brief, they may be grouped together
as second-order heads under a single first-order head.
Thus, under the first-order head Results, there might
be grouped the subheads'. X'ray crystallography;
Chemical composition; Physical and optical properties.
The previous heading, "Using of headings," repre-
sents style of a second-order head.

Third-order heads. The three paragraphs of this
subsection on heads begin with "third-order heads,"
which may be used when a further subdivision is
needed. If, in the previous example, two or more

Table L Abbreviations and symbols commonly used in Ifte American Mineralogist*

Oti.girnL tgped uez'sion = 117 elite spdees = 9.5 in'

Phvs ica l  ouant i t les

P ressure
bar
kbar = kilobars
atm = aEmosphere

T  a h n a r . i r r r o

ca1 =  ca lo r les
kca l  =  k i loca lo r ies
K = Kelvin
"C =  degrees  Ce ls lus

1 ength
J n  =  J n n h a o -')
s  =  m a f a r .  . n  =  l O  

- n

- 1  - A
m = 1 0 - m , p m = 1 0 - m

- o
nm = lu  m
A  =  A n o s r r ^ m

P.  =  page or  Pages
ca.  =  carca
ca lc  =  ca lcu l -a ted

V olume
ml  =  mi l l i l i te rs

E ime
sec.  =  secondg
n.y .  =  n l l - l - ion  years

f  requency  (o r  v )

g = gran; kg = kilogran
r r o  =  n i n r n o r a m

p =  dens i ty

ppn =  par ts  per  n i l l i on

PH
G = spec i f i c  g rav i ty

e t  a l .  =  e t  a l l l=
and others

e tc .=  and o ther  th ings

I  n tens i ty
I / Io  =  re la t i ve  ln tens i tY

d = interplanar sPaclng

hkl = diffractlon index
(hkl) = nll ler index

{hk1}  =  fo rm

["w] = l lne or zone

MoKul = radlatlon tyPe

un l t  ce l I
a ,  b ,  c ,  -  edge= lengths
g ,  b ,  S ,  =  v e c t o r s t
o ,  B ,  y ,  =  a n g l e s

Other Abbrevlations

1 . e .  =  t h a t  l s

9:-8. 
= for exmple

re f r ,  ind  =

re f rac t ive  lnd lces '  o r
n ,  e ,  0 ,  a ,  B '  Y

prlncl-pal- vibratlons :

E ,  O ,  X ,  \ ,  z ,

op t lc  axLa l  ang le3
2\, 2!*, or 2!n

r v = disperslon

ext lnc t ion  ang le :
Z I c  o r  Z , c

perpend icu la r  to  =  
|

p a r a l l e 1  t o  =  l l

neas = measured
obs = observed
vs.  = versua

* The tabLe titLe should be fuped and s?puld be the only natenial abooe the tabLe iteelf. Oth.en ecpLarntotg i'n-

forrnation can be placed as a lbotnote at the eonclusioi of the tabLe, as done hez'e. fnetead of usin4 Letters

or Az,abic nwnerals, indi.cate footnotes by symboLs such ae *, *x, ***, +, ++.
In this table the underlined portione of uonds indicate tlpir etandatd abbneuiatio.ru' @ this undevLinil9 qL-so

inst?uets the pyinter to set tie underlinbd natetial in itali.cs. ALL the abbreuiations ffierlined abotse ehoul-d

be und.erlined in youz manuserLpt, as they ape customda'iLy set in itaLies in pnint'
+ The tmtu uruIerL-inina caLls fbn- use of boLd face tupe afld is cuetonarilu used for tteetoz' qlantitiqs
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minerals are being studied, under the second-order
heads, e.g. Physical and optical properties, the specific
mineral names might be used as third-order heads.

Tables

10. Tables must be submitted as camera-ready
copy, which can be photographed and included in
your article without being set in type. To avoid undue
delays or the necessity of retyping, use an eleetric
typewriter with a carbon ribbon, and type each table
on a separate sheet of white paper. We recommend
an IBM Selectric typewriter equipped with a Prestige
Elite 72 (IBM 012) or an Adjutant (IBM 030) ball.
Footnotes to the table are single-spaced, and their
first l ine should be indented. White correction fluid as
well as l ight-blue guide l ines, which wil l not photo-
graph, are permissible. The camera-ready set of ta-
bles (in its own separate envelope) should be accom-
panied by two xerox (or other type) copies for use by
reviewers. Tables must be typed to one of the follow-
ing widths:

4.5-  5.5 in .  for  l -co lumn table
9.0-11.0 in .  for  2-column table

12.0-14.5 in. for broadside table

This allows us to photoreduce a table to approxi-
mately 65 percent of its original size, keeping within
the format of the journal. For l- and 2-column tables,
maximum length is 13.5 in. Broadside or side-turn
tables must  run approximately  8.5 in .  for  a l2- in .
wide table and l0 in .  for  a 14.5- in.  wide table.

Number the tables consecutively with Arabic nu-
merals. About 3 mm above the column heads, use a
smoothly-writ ing black ball-point pen to rule a
double horizontal l ine,' the spacing between these
two lines being about 2 mm. Immediately below the
double l ine, type the individual column headings,
capitalizing only the first letter of their f irst word.
Draw a single horizontal l ine to separate the column
heads from the data to follow below them. The mate-
rial in the body of the table should be single-spaced,
or, if the presence of subscripts or superscripts pre-
vents this, it may be double spaced (or lVz spaced if
your typewriter has a t/z space ratchet). After every
four or f ive l ines of data within the single-spaced
body of the table-or as the material demands to

'zTo faci l i tate the drawing of  inked l ines paral le l  to the l ines of
typing,  the typist  should type an underscore OUTSIDE the table 's
left and right boundaries at the levels where these horizontal lines
are to be drawn A stra ighfedge jo in ing these beyond-camera
marks wi l l  then locate the l ines correct lv .

block together l ike with l ike-skip a l ine, to aid the
eye to follow horizontally along a given l ine. Below
the final data in the table draw a single horizontal l ine
to signify termination of the table. If the table contin-
ues onto a following page or column, reserve this l ine
so as to draw it only below the last l ine of data. Below
this final l ine of the table, type (single-spaced) all
footnotes and general references; do not include such
material in the table's tit le.

All titles for tables are to be listed on a separate
sheet, double-spaced (as are figure captions), to facil-
itate typesetting.

See the following pages of The American Miner-
alogist, Volume 61, for examples of tables to guide
authors: (l) Magnitudes and orientation of principal
axes of thermal ell ipsoids in hopeite, Table 2, page
990; (2) Crystal and chemical data for strontianites,
Table l, page 1002; (3) Vuagnatite. Comparison of
observed and predicted cation-oxygen bond lengths,
Table 5, page 836. Note the judicious use of single
and double spacing to block data and guide the eye in
the tables on pages 848, 900, 958, and 974.

I l. Data l ikely to interest only a few readers (e.g.,
individual hydrothermal runs, observed and calcu-
lated structure amplitudes, multiple chemical analy-
ses, or supporting raw data) wil l be printed at the
discretion of the Editor. Usually he wil l ask that these
be deposited in the permanent fi le in the Business
Office, Mineralogical Society of America. An original
typescript or the original computer printout is re-
quired in order to make a readable microfiche. Mi-
crofiche of the tables will be sent to any reader, upon
request, for a nominal fee. Such tables should be
referred to in the manuscript by a footnote such as:

To receive a copy of this material, order document
AM-77-000 from the Business Office, Mineralogical
Society of America, Suite 1000 lower level, 1909 K
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. Please remit
$1.00 in advance for the microfiche.

Il lustrations

12. The principal criterion for accepting i l lustra-
tions is the amount of important information they
convey. The following types of i l lustrations can often
be replaced by a short sentence in the text: photo-
graph of a massive mineral or a simply bedded out-
crop, graph of a l inear calibration, routine X-ray
diffraction or differential thermal analysis results,
previously-published il lustrations. On the other
hand, a single l ine drawing can often be substituted
for an extensive table.

13. The originals and all copies of all i l lustrations
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must not exceed 8.5 X l1 in.; high-contrast glossy
black and white prints are preferred for ease of han-
dling. The author must prepare all i l lustrations so
that they will be legible when printed. Drawings and
photographs will generally be reproduced at (A) 3.2
in. wide, (B) 6.3 in.  wide, (C) 8.5 in,  wide. For type
(C), which are broadside or side-turn figures, the
reproduced length should be between 5.5 in. and 6.5
in. Figures of types (A) and (B) may be up ro 8.5 in.
long, including their captions. The originals of these
drawings and photographs may be retained by the
author until he is notified by the Editor that his
manuscript has been accepted. Two sets of xerox or
other type copies of the illustrations and figures
should be included with each manuscript submitted.

14. Lines less than 0.1 mm when reduced to pub-
lished size, or lines that are not black enough, may be
lost in reproduction. Shading reproduces badly; use
stippling or cross hatching. Graph paper does not
look well when reprinted: draft graphs with either no
grid or a very open grid, Figures combining line cuts
and half-tone reproductions of photographs are ex-
pensive to reproduce. On photomicrographs use a
bar scale on the photograph (not outside of it), in-
stead of a magnification factor in the legend.

15. Do not insert il lustrations in the text. All i l lus-
trations are figures. Individual parts may be grouped
as one figure having a single legend, providing they
do not extend beyond one page. Letter parts of the
figure, neatly for reproduction, in the corner of

Table 2.  Standard abbreviat ions for  common t i t le  words of  per iodicals*

Or ig inal  typed uidth :  110 el i te spacea :  9.25 in,

Abh andlung
Acad emy (4b4. ,  Accad,) t
Adv ances
Am erlcan
AnaL ytical
Anorg anische
Appl  ied
Arch Lves (Ark iv)
Assoc lat ion
Astron omical
Aust  ra l ia

Bei t r  age
Ber ichte
BuL l  e t l n  (Bo1 . ,  Bo l l . )
Bur eau

Can adian
Ceram ic
Chem istry (q!!r.)
Circ u lar
Com lss ion
C onptes R endus
Conf erence
Congr ess
Contr ib ut ion
Cosmochin ica
glJslel1o.g! aphy

Lgp artment
Dtsch = Deutsche

Any single-word title
Acta
Annual
Clay or  Clays

Dokl ady

Econ omic
Eng ineering

Fac ul ty
Fbren inger
Fdrh andllngar
Forsch ungen
Fortschr i t te
Fr ance,  f r  ancais

Gen eraL
Geochem lst ry
Geochirn ica
GoEr-?piry

Ito! ogy
Geophys lcal.

Ind ustry
Inf ormation
Inst  i tute
Instrum ent
Int ernational
Ital ian

Jahrb uch
Jap anese
J ournal

Kr ista l logr af ia

{gg azine
Mater ials
Mech an ica l
Meet ing
Mem oirs
Minera l  ogy
Mi t t  e i lungen
Monatsh  e f te
Mus eum

Nat  u ra l
Nat l  =  Nat ionaL
Nauk ovi-

Pap er
Petrogr aphy
Pet ro l  ogy
Ph i l -os  oph ica l
Phys ical
Proc  eed lngs
Pro f  ess iona l
Prog ress

q uar te r ly

Rec ord
Rep ort
Res earch

g! ornik (Zb irnik)
Schweiz erische
Scl  ences
Sediment ary
Seisrnol  ogical
Ser ies
Serv ice
Soc iety
Spec ia1
Spectrochem ist ry
Stand ards
Stud ies
Surv ey

Tech nical

TCShng_l ogy
Trans act iona

Unlv ersl-ty

Volcanol  ogical

Wash ington

Zap iski
Z ei tschr i f t
Zentra lb l  at t
Zh urnal

X-ray
Year Book

Let t
Lond

ers
on

Rev iew
R oyal

Words not  abbreviated

Earth
Inter ior
Keni
Mlnes

Neue,  Neues
Program
S o i l
Space

*In this tabLe the unleyLined portions or uords indicate theip stardayd abby,euiations. fhese abbyeoiations
slould end uith peniods, Pez,iodicaL titles are set in itaLics and sVnuLd be undeyLined on Aour manuscti,pt,

For aov'ds rnt Listed, speLl out the entiz,e uord ,Ln the List of Refereytees to Aou! paper',
*In generaL, uords Lrtth the sane ?oot TwDe the sane abbrepiation. ReLated uor.ds in other Langrages usuaLly

Vnue sinila.n abbz,euiations, e.g., Acad erny, Akad ernie.
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(rather than below) each part. All captions for figures
should be typed double-spaced on a separate sheet,
numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals, in-
cluding a general legend for any group figures.

References

16. References are cited in the text by the name of
the author(s) and the year of publication; if the cita-
tion has more than two authors, the first should be
used followedby et al., as, for example, Cochran e/
al. (1974). Only references mentioned in the text (or
tables or figures) are listed. Accurate and complete
references are an indicator of the reliability of an
author. The author must check all parts oJ'a reference
listing against the originiaL lf the original was not seen,
add "not seen; extracted from. ," as inHideo et ql.
(1976) in the Appendix.

17. References are arranged alphabetically by the
last name of the senior author and placed at the end
of the paper, as in the reference list below. For several
publications of an author and coauthor(s), the fol-
lowing order should be used: publications of the
single author, in sequence of publication dates, pub-
lications of the same author with one coauthor, pub-
lications of the author with more than one coauthor.
Place the names of authors after the senior author in
normal order (initials first). The list of references
must be double-spaced. See Table 2 for abbreviations
of title words of journals frequently cited in The
American Mineralogist. All other words must be
spelled out in full.

18. References to unpublished material (manu-
scripts, reports, computer programs, personal com-
munications, and the like) are made in the text or
acknowledgments section, not in the list of refer-
ences. Specifiy the source person sufficiently so that
he can be identified, for instance by his institution.

A report qualifies as published, and may be in-
cluded in the list of references, if it is generally avail-
able. Reports from U.S. Government or Govern-
ment-sponsored research are most generally available
through the U.S. Department of Commerce National
Technical Information Service, and such a report
should be referred to by the NTIS document number
("AD," "PB," etc.), as in Busing et al. (1962)inthe
Appendix.

19. Manuscripts accepted for publication, but
which have not yet appeared in print, may be in-
cluded in the list of references. Those which have
been submitted but not yet accepted, and those which
are under review or in the process of revision, should

not be listed, but may be cited in the text, as: Brown
and Gibbs (in preparation).

20. Reference to a presentation at a meeting
should be to the published abstract, and should be
identified as such just after the title of the paper; see
Louisnathan and Gibbs (1971) in the Appendix.

21. Translations, whether individual or from a
cover-to-cover translation journal, should be listed
by the original source, followed by the translated
source in brackets; see Urusov (1967) in the Ap-
pendix.

Errata

22. Corrections to a paper that has already been
published are to be sent in duplicate to the Editor;
they will be published in an Errata section in the
November-December issue.
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